GUARDIAN™ G6.0
Swing Door System

The highest level of dependability is built into every door.

The precision technology of GUARDIAN™ offset swing doors rapidly moves and protects more people in more radiation therapy vaults around the world.

With impeccable design, manufacturing, and installation by the worldwide leader in radiation shielding, every component of GUARDIAN™ swing doors exhibits unparalleled trust, reliability, and safety. Operational ease, fast door speeds, and the smart-screen EINSTEIN Control Center helps to advance patient throughput, room security, and door safety while elevating aesthetics. No wonder NELCO has the largest installed base of shielded therapy doors on the planet.
Features and Highlights

VERSATILITY
Can be customized by size, shielding, or installation method

FLEXIBILITY
Linear accelerators can be installed with the door pre hung

SAFETY
Free egress and reversing mechanisms for improved protection of personnel. Meets UL 325 standards

THROUGHPUT
Fast door speeds yield increased patient throughput

TURNKEY
Complete turnkey services for any radiation therapy project

Top-Line Tech Specs

PRODUCT
GUARDIAN™ G6.0 Swing Door System

USAGE
Low- and high-energy linear accelerator, HDR brachytherapy, Gamma Knife, proton therapy, cobalt, PET/CT, cyclotron

FRAME
Offset frame developed by NELCO creates a clear 4' • 1,220 mm wide opening when the door is fully open. Pre-manufactured site-specific frame; cast-in-place (CIP) frames and stick-built frames are both available

OPERATING SYSTEM
All operators are specifically engineered to address door weight, length of service, and marketplace needs

CONTROL
Einstein Door Control System (available)

FINISH
Endless number of interior and exterior finishes available to complement and enhance your department

INSTALLATIONS
Over 3,500 systems installed worldwide

Related Products or Services

• EINSTEIN Door Control
• GUARDIAN™ Slide Door
• GUARDIAN™ Bi-Parting Door
• GUARDIAN™ DUO Door Series Slide and Bi-Parting
• IMPERVIUS™ Radiation Shielding Systems
• IMPERVIUS™ HVAC Shielding
• Physics Design and Consultation

TO REQUEST A QUOTE OR FOR ANY OF OUR SERVICES
Call 1-800-NELCO-13 (635-2613) or visit NELCOWORLDWIDE.COM

ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFIED
Radiation shielding solutions for a safer planet
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